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Siddhant Arya, and bringing his
father Rohit back from the dead,
Krrish continued fighting against
evil and saving innocent lives.
Now Krishna is living a happily
married life with Priya, while
Rohit is using his scientific

brilliance to benefit society. And
Krrish is everyones favorite

superhero saviour. Krrish is the
third installment of the franchise.

A movie of action and thriller.
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The movie is directed by Rakesh
Roshan, produced by Rohit

Shetty and stars Hrithik Roshan,
Tiger Shroff, Priyanka Chopra and

Prakash Raj. The movie was
released on 15 January 2013.

This movie was about. Krrish is
the third installment of the

franchise. A movie of action and
thriller. The movie is directed by

Rakesh Roshan, produced by
Rohit Shetty and stars Hrithik
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Roshan, Tiger Shroff, Priyanka
Chopra and Prakash Raj. The

movie was released on 15
January 2013. moviemoon.click is

the best online platform for
downloading Hollywood and

Bollywood movies. We provide
direct G-Drivedownload link for
fast and secure downloading.
Click on the download button
below and follow the steps to

start download. Hrithik Roshan as
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Krishna Mehra from the time he
took Krrish 2 was considered one

of the finest actor's in the
industry. He had a great fusion of

a face, frame, voice and
mannerism. He was originally
cast opposite Sridevika which

was not only successful in
earning him the Grammy

nomination but got him noticed
and deemed as one of the

promising actors of the current
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generation. He is one of the few
actors who has starred in a series

of successful flicks including
Kaho Naa... Pyaar Hai and

Partner. However, Krrish proved
to be his biggest payday. He has

co-produced Krrish 3 and the
film's collection stands at Rs 190

crore at the box office.
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